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ACCE Sponsored resources for the Curriculum Digital Technologies


Digital Learning and Teaching Victoria supported schools to get the digi-tech curriculum ready with an extensive range of resources and professional learning activities.

These resources created by Digital Learning and Teaching Victoria will assist teachers to start familiarising themselves with some of the terminology within this new P-10 curriculum. They focus on the two key terms: Decomposition & Algorithm

Decomposition and Algorithm Movies

Decomposition Infographic decomposition_infographic.pdf

Algorithms Infographic algorithms_infographic.pdf

DLTV Life Members

We are proud to announce two very worthy inaugural DLTV Life Members
Paula Christophersen

Paula began her teaching life in the 1970s as a commerce teacher and from then on she has been inspired to explore and share, always striving for best practice in education.

Paula is now a leading light for us at DLTV and has been involved with both predecessor associations since anyone here can remember. Paula was a key member on the steering committee that brought together VITTA & ICTEV to create DLTV across 2013. Paula is a tireless contributor to digital learning in Australia, contributing to the direction and discussions about ICT in Education. You may have attended some of her forums, workshops and discussions. An important part of her work is listening to your voice and sharing research in how students best learn and how we can best teach.

Paula is currently the Curriculum Manager, Digital Technologies at the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority. In this role Paula has been a key player in the inclusion and development of the Digital Technologies in the Australian Curriculum. Anyone who attended her sessions yesterday will attest to the fact that no one knows the new Digital Technologies curriculum more intimately than Paula. Paula is currently the VCAA cooped member on the DLTV CoM and is one of the rare people in such a high position that is readily accessible to all.

Anthony Jones

Tony has served computer education for decades. He was part of the very earliest attempts to form educational computing groups and has continued to support educational computing through research, professional development, research supervision, attendance at conferences, running of workshops and membership of CEGV, ICTEV and VITTA. As an indicator of his commitment to our professional association he was the first person to take out membership for DLTV. Tony’s contribution to professional learning extends beyond his job and his close affiliation to DLTV and its predecessors. For many years he has given of his own time to support student and teacher learning at schools such as Carlton North, Apollo Parkways and Roxborough Park. He has also made a significant contribution to the learning of children at the Royal Children’s Hospital through his involvement in professional learning activities, research, research supervision, and as a member of the Education Board of the hospital. Tony is an individual who never seeks recognition and who quietly and consistently goes about his business of supporting the learning of so many people. He has attended most, if not all, CEGV, ICTEV and VITTA conferences as well as most, if not all ACEC conferences. He has supported DLTV’s predecessors in so many ways that it is not possible to mention them here.